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MEMORANDUM 


 


 


TO:  Members of the Authority 


 


FROM: Timothy Sullivan,  


Chief Executive Officer 


 


DATE: July 14, 2020 


 


RE:  NJ Accelerate Program Update 


 


 


Background 


On January 16, 2020, the NJEDA Board approved the creation of a pilot program to support 


engagement by best-in-class Approved Accelerators from across the country, and Approved 


Accelerator program graduate businesses, active in key sectors of New Jersey’s innovation 


economy. 


 


NJ Accelerate was allocated a $2.5 million program budget to support three components: 


1. sponsorship dollars to Approved Accelerators to host events in New Jersey;  


2. rent subsidies at NJ Ignite locations (no facility match required) to qualifying Approved 


Accelerator graduates, and; 


3. seed funding in the form of convertible notes provided directly to the Approved 


Accelerator graduate companies.  


 


NJ Accelerate will seek to collaborate with accelerators to encourage the increased participation 


of New Jersey entrepreneurs in high quality accelerator programs and, thereby, increase the 


chances of successfully growing more young, innovative companies in the State. The purpose of 


the company support under the program is to anchor an entrepreneur in NJ who has received an 


investment of time and resources from a reputable Approved Accelerator partner. Graduates 


from Approved Accelerators that choose to locate their businesses in New Jersey post-graduation 


will be considered for free rent from the NJEDA at any NJ Ignite facility, as well as, low-


cost/low-dilution loan funding, provided they meet program eligibility conditions. In support of 


approved Ignite workspace partners, approved workspaces need not forgo rent payments if 


accepting NJ Accelerate graduates within the latter of 6 months of graduation or departure from 


the Approved Accelerator program. Companies have up to 6 months following graduation to 


meet eligibility criteria to access NJ Accelerate loan funding. The amount of funding is matched 


to investment received from Approved Accelerators, and that from other investors, concurrently, 


on a $1 to $1 basis. The maximum amount of direct loan funding from an NJ Accelerate note is 


$250,000.  
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The Accelerator application process is live. EDA has already begun review of Approved 


Accelerator applications. Consideration of sponsorship requests, and applications from Approved 


Accelerator graduate companies for consideration of both rent and loan support approval under 


the NJ Accelerate program will commence soon.  


 


Request  


At this time, staff is requesting approval for nine programmatic clarifications, as outlined below. 


In addition, in light of the effect resulting from the Covid-19 pandemic, delegation is requested 


to waive, as necessary, the requirement for a physical meeting for the Approved Accelerators.  


 


1. Program Timeline (detail refinement): The request here is to specify the NJ Accelerate 


program will deploy capital on a two-year timeline from the date of first Approved 


Accelerator graduate company direct loan or rent funding disbursement. EDA staff will 


report to the board on program status 1-year from the date of the first Approved 


Accelerator graduate company direct loan or rent funding disbursement. 


 


2. Event Sponsorship Inclusions (detail refinement): As detailed in the original NJ 


Accelerate program memo, the program will provide sponsorship dollars to Approved 


Accelerators of up to $100,000 per accelerator across the duration of the 2-year NJ 


Accelerate pilot program timeline, at a rate of 50% not to exceed $25,000 per event (with 


potential for a 5% bonus for Approved Accelerators that demonstrate meaningful written 


policies and practices for attracting and promoting companies owned by women and 


minority persons, as defined by the NJ Department of the Treasury for purposes of the 


MBE/WBE certification). Sponsorship is expected to include the following role and 


participation for the NJEDA, but is not, necessarily, limited to: 


 


a. Speaking role 


i. Keynote, welcome, panel participant 


b. Inclusion in Marketing materials 


i. Press releases 


ii. Program book 


iii. Social Media 


iv. Email blasts 


v. Logo on all event materials 


c. Website 


i. Logo with link 


d. Exhibit table (when applicable) 


e. Complimentary Registrations for event 


f. Post Event 


i. Attendee list with contact information 


 


3. Clarification on NJ Accelerate Loan Security (detail refinement): For the avoidance 


of doubt, as the NJ Accelerate program approval memo is silent with respect to collateral, 


loans under the NJ Accelerate Program are unsecured.  
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4. Clarification of risk rating (detail refinement): The Authority accounts for its potential 


loss exposure through the use of risk ratings. The NJ Accelerate Loan support shall carry 


a risk rating of E5, “Technology Fully Reserved Risk”, which aligns with that of the NJ 


CoVest program risk rating. EDA will reserve 100% against them. 


 


5. Form of matching investment (detail refinement):  The EDA 1:1 matching convertible 


note investment (see initial program approval memo) may be offered to eligible 


Approved Accelerator Graduates matching any form of financial investment (i.e. equity, 


convertible note, SAFE) or grant issued by the Approved Accelerator. Warrants received 


by the EDA will match the pricing on the Approved Accelerator partner’s investment. In 


the event the NJEDA is matching a grant, or an investment other than a priced round, 


penny warrants will be taken.  


 


6. Annual Approved Accelerator Audit (new condition): To ensure Approved 


Accelerators continue to meet eligibility criteria, Accelerators are required to certify on 


an annual basis: 


a. High prior participant satisfaction: as verified by either online testimonials or 


reference details; 


b. A proven and documented or certified track record of success in prior graduates 


demonstrated in at least meeting a market rate proportion of graduates that have 


received follow-on funding from non-related parties, seeing strategic acquisition, 


significant (50%+) revenue growth in the last year or achieve an exit. 


 


7. Program Fees (new condition): Proposed program fees, which were not itemized at time 


of program approval, will be applicable to the direct loan funding component for 


Approved Accelerator graduate companies. The fees will replicate those of the existing 


NJ CoVest program for consistency: 


 


a. Application Fee: $500 


b. Commitment Extension Fee: $750 


c. Modification (Minor) Fee: $250 


d. Modification (Major) Fee: $1000. 


 


8. Additional graduate company eligibility requirements for direct loan consideration 


(new condition):  Company must have a minimum of 2 founders/employees devoting 


100% of their professional time to the Company at Note closing date, with an average of 


80% of that time in New Jersey. A founder is a C-level or senior management executive 


with equity ownership in the business. This condition aligns with a requirement of the 


existing NJ CoVest Loan program, which also requires, at the time of loan closing, the 


Borrower must have a minimum of two (2) founders/employees devoting 100% of their 


professional time to the Borrower. A founder must be a C-level or senior management 


executive with equity ownership in the business.   
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9. Delegation to waive the physical meeting requirement otherwise necessary to qualify 


an Approved Accelerator (Covid19 update) : As a result of the COVID-19 Pandemic, 


the Governor issued a stay at home order on March 21, 2020, moreover, as a result of the 


social distancing guidelines put into place across the country, accelerators have shifted to 


virtual programs. This effect will remain for an indeterminate amount of time, but is, so 


far, nearly universal among accelerators. Beginning in July 2003 the Members of the 


Authority have been asked to delegate signing authority to staff on certain financing and 


incentive transactions, to create efficiencies for our customers and provide fluidity to our 


business. Staff has seen, as may be expected in the current environment, the shift by 


several accelerators, which have historically featured a physical component, to a 


completely virtual program. This function at this time is exceptional and will have a 


lasting impact on all those accelerators and companies that cannot benefit from an in-


person experience. Staff is requesting delegation from the Board to allow a waiver of the 


physical meeting requirement, otherwise, necessary to qualify an Approved Accelerator 


[Level 4: Director of TLS and recommending officer] when all other program criteria 


outlined in the NJ Accelerate Board Approval memo (attached) are satisfactorily met. 


Upon submission of the accelerator’s request for virtual consideration, based on the 


physical location of the accelerator, the waiver will be conditional on the status of social 


distancing measures in force within that location (acknowledging applicant accelerators 


could be located in states outside of New Jersey).   


 


Recommendation 


The Members are requested to approve the clarifications and new conditions listed above to the 


NJ Accelerate Program to sufficiently enhance the transparency and efficiency of the NJ 


Accelerate program consistent with EDA standards.   Additionally, Members are requested to 


delegate to staff the authority to waive the physical meeting requirement otherwise necessary to 


qualify an Approved Accelerator conditional on the status of social distancing measures in force 


within the Accelerator’s physical location.  


 


 


 
                                                             _____________________     


Timothy Sullivan 


Chief Executive Officer 


 


Prepared by: Meera Kumar 


         Timothy B. Rollender 








NJ$EDA
MEMORANDUM


TO: Members of the Authority


FROM: Tim Sullivan, Chief Executive Officer


DATE: February 11,2020


RE: NJ Accelerate


OVERVIEW


The members of the Board are requested to approve a $2,500,000 pilot program called NJ Accelerate.


The program will be a structured as a two-step process: first, accelerator operators will be pre-qualified
(Approved Accelerators) and second, financial assistance will be provided to NJ business that complete a
program at an Approved Accelerator. The goal of the program is to encourage greater participation by
New Jersey’s entrepreneurs in accelerator programs that provide specialized expertise, mentorship and
technical assistance, thereby, increasing the success of those companies. Additionally, the NJEDA hopes
to attract more accelerator activities in New Jersey.


Through the NJ Accelerate program the NJEDA will:
• Promote Approved Accelerator program opportunities to the NJ innovation ecosystem
• Provide direct matching sponsorship support to the Approved Accelerators for programs and


events held within the State
• Provide direct loans and rent support to eligible NJ businesses upon successful Approved


Accelerator program graduation
• Support the Governor’s goal of making NJ the most diverse innovation ecosystem in the country


BACKGROUND


An accelerator is a fixed-term, cohort-based “boot camp” for start-ups offering educational and
mentorship programs for start-up founders, exposing them to a wide variety of mentors, including former
entrepreneurs, venture capitalists (VC5), angel investors, and corporate executives. The program often
culminates in a public pitch event, or “demo day,” during which the graduating cohort of start-up
companies pitch their businesses to a large group of potential investors.1


Accelerators also often support early-stage startup companies by providing investment capital and office
space. Often accelerators are sponsored by an entity such as a corporation or non-profit. These entities use
the accelerator program to stay close to emerging technology trends, support innovation in areas of focus,
and establish a pipeline for potential investments and/or acquisitions. In addition, accelerator programs


Hochberg, Y. V. (2016). Accelerating Entrepreneurs and Ecosystems: The Seed Accelerator Model. Innovation Policy and
the Economy, 16(1), 25-51. Retrieved 124,2019, from https://journals.uchicago.eduldoi/abs/10.10861684985







are sometimes targeted to specific demographic or affinity groups, such as those traditionally
underrepresented in the start-up community such as: female entrepreneurs and founders of color.


According to the Brookings Institute, there were approximately 170 US-based accelerators as of 2015;
this number is a conservative estimate, considering that in 2016, the investor platform, Gust, reported
there were over 10,000 self-identifying accelerators globally. Examples of notable accelerators include Y
Combinator, Dreamlt Ventures, and New Jersey-based Newark Venture Partners. In practice, accelerator
programs are a combination of traditionally distinct services or functions that were each individually
costly for an entrepreneur to find and obtain and may include support topics like “how to develop your
sales pipeline” or “how to successfully sell your value proposition and/or market your product”.


PROGRAM PURPOSE AND POLICY ALIGNMENT


Governor Murphy’s Economic Development Strategic Plan, “The State of Innovation: Building a Stronger
and Fairer New Jersey Economy” includes, as one of its key goals, creating the most diverse innovation
ecosystem in the nation and doubling venture capital investment in New Jersey by 2025.


It is well documented that entrepreneurship creates jobs and contributes to the development of innovation
economies. However, as indicated in the Governor’s plan, New Jersey’s business environment has,
historically, proven challenging for entrepreneurs and small businesses to navigate, resulting in
entrepreneurial output that is below the level necessary to reestablish New Jersey as the State of
Innovation. According to analysis of 2018 data from the Bureau of Labor Statistics conducted by the
Ewing Marion Kauffman Foundation,just 0.29% ofNew Jersey’s population started a business compared
to a national average of 0.32%. On the upside, this same analysis shows that New Jersey start-ups produce
more jobs in the first year than the national average (5.38 vs. 5.2). By supporting entrepreneurs during the
early stages of developing new businesses, there is a clear opportunity for the Authority to help unlock
the economic potential of entrepreneurship in New Jersey and further build up New Jersey’s Innovation
Ecosystem.


Early-stage entrepreneurs face many obstacles to success, ranging from lack of business expertise to lack
of funding. Traditionally female entrepreneurs and founders of color are, generally, underrepresented in
the start-up community. As research has shown, there currently exists a trillion dollar inefficiency in the
marketplace which results in a “funding gap” for women and multicultural entrepreneurs. Despite the
trillion-dollar opportunity that female and multicultural entrepreneurs represent, investors have largely
upheld the status quo, despite the data suggesting that they should be prioritizing these entrepreneurs.2
Recognizing this, along with the density of multicultural entrepreneurs and start-ups that reside in the NJ
tn-state region, this program seeks to address this funding imbalance by supporting accelerator programs
that incentivize funding in high growth potential start-ups led by women and founders of color with a 5%
bonus, and managers focused on D&I investing in entrepreneurs who are certified as Women or Minority
owned business in NJ, aligning with a similar bonus in the Angel Investor Tax Credit.


Strong entrepreneurial ecosystems, such as New York and Boston, are ripe with opportunities for
entrepreneurs to access knowledge, resources, and people that enable them to effectively navigate these
challenges and set their businesses up for growth. The NJ Accelerate program recognizes the strengths of
accelerators in nurturing the next generation of entrepreneurs. Through this program, the NJEDA wants


2 Beyond the VC Funding Gap/Morgan Stanley/www.morganstanley.com/ideas/venture-capital-funding-gap
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to liaise and build relationships with these industry leaders around the country giving them a lens into the
NJ Innovation Economy. Additionally, we want to assure our entrepreneurs have access to these best in
class programs and return home to NJ with the tools and support to grow their businesses in the Garden
State. NJ Accelerate can also serve as an attraction tool for Approved Accelerator graduate companies
who seek a landing spot for the new business endeavor.


PROPOSED PROGRAM DESIGN, STRUCTURE & IMPACT


Building on recent NJEDA programs such as NJ Ignite to reach NJ entrepreneurs through the ecosystems
participants that provide key support to entrepreneurs, NJ Accelerate will seek to collaborate with
accelerators that are approved using a set of clear qualification criteria (see below). The object of this
collaboration is to encourage the increased participation of New Jersey entrepreneurs in high quality
accelerator programs, and thereby, increase the chances of successfully growing more young, innovative
companies in the State.


Additionally, the program is designed to encourage more engagement by high-quality accelerators in New
Jersey to generate more opportunities for young companies. Such Approved Accelerator programs will
have submitted qualification materials to the NJEDA with a commitment to open their program
participation to NJ entrepreneurs, and agree to an annual review for NJ Accelerate program participation.


The NJEDA will welcome all accelerators that meet the program criteria and evaluate them during the
pilot on a first-come, first-served basis. As a benefit to the Approved Accelerators for their participation
in the program, the Authority will disseminate information about, and facilitate introductions for
Approved Accelerator Programs to NJ entrepreneurs.


Additionally, to encourage further engagement in New Jersey by the Approved Accelerators, NJEDA will
offer cost-sharing sponsorship to each Approved Accelerator to host Programmatic Events in the State.
Examples of Programmatic Events may include but are not limited to: The Accelerator’s Demo Day;
cohort road show; an in-person class; accelerator sourcing event or pitching competition; dedicated
networking event or conference. This funding will be available at an amount of up to $25,000 per
Programmatic Event, per Approved Accelerator in the form of a 1:1 matching sponsorship. Each
Approved Accelerator will be capped at $100,000 in total sponsorship during this pilot program with
consideration for a monetary Programmatic Event sponsorship bonus of 5% (up to an additional $5,000
beyond the matched funding outlay) for Approved Accelerators that demonstrate meaningful written
policies and practices for attracting and promoting companies owned by women and minority persons, as
defined by the NJ Department of the Treasury for purposes of the MBE/WBE certification. The policies
and practices will be reviewed by the New Jersey Office of Diversity & Inclusion or designated Diversity
& Inclusion Officer within NJEDA. Approved Accelerator Event Sponsorship will be subject to review
in advance of event. NJEDA reserves the right not to disburse funding for events that occur outside of
NJEDA ethical requirements and policies.


To be considered as part of the NJ Accelerate Program, the accelerator entity must meet the minimum
following criteria:


• The Accelerator is best-in-class as demonstrated by:
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o A well-codified thorough and rigorous screening process by the Accelerator for all
applicants to the Accelerator -


o A structured curriculum that is focused on supporting the growth of startups and at a
minimum includes business strategy around product sales & marketing


o High prior participant satisfaction, as verifiable through reference calls and testimonials
o Access to at least 50 actively engaged subject matter experts/mentors across industries


or functional capabilities to provide specific programmatic training for each company
(e.g. Technology, Sales, Strategy, Financing, Accounting, Marketing, Fundraising, etc.)3


o Program engagement of the broader startup ecosystem of mentors, advisors or investors
from outside the Accelerator and hosts a demo day viewable to outside participants


o A minimum of 20 mentoring hours to the selected participant companies
o A proven and documented or certified track record of success in prior graduates,


demonstrated by at least 35% (which is the prevailing market median and will be adjusted
annually by NJEDA staff according to available updated data) of graduates to receive
follow-on funding from non-related parties (non-related defined as anyone not in
participating company managements), seeing strategic acquisition, significant (50%+)
revenue growth in the last year or achieve an exit4


o The existence of a platform to facilitate community engagement and networking for current
and past program participants (i.e. an active alumni network)


o If a corporate accelerator, the active participation of staff at all levels of the organization,
including Senior management at the Corporation


• The Accelerator must include an in-person aspect and not be entirely virtual, which allows for
engagement and personal mentoring of the selected companies; the permanent or temporary
physical space used by the Accelerator must be in the US, equipped to host events, and be available
for an NJEDA site visit if requested


• The Accelerator will provide financial investment in some form to at least one participant company
per program cohort, including direct investment or customer sales relationship (in-kind
arrangements are insufficient)


• Accelerators must have graduated a minimum of two cohorts prior to NJ Accelerate approval


• The Accelerator Program supports innovation and has a consideration for, or focus on, at least one
of the eight focus sectors in Governor Murphy’s economic development plan with a preference for
all accelerator programs that have a focus on supporting the following underserved groups: female
entrepreneurs and founders of color.


• The Accelerator Program is open to applicants (i.e., start-up companies and entrepreneurs) from


GAN accelerators have a median of 50 mentors per location. (Riley, Patrick. “What Accelerators Look Like in 2019.”
GAN, www.gan.co/blog/accelerators-look-like-20 19)


35% of the start-ups at the 10 most active accelerators receive over $750,000 in follow-on funding. To make NJ Accelerate
more widely accessible, the $750,000 floor was relaxed. This number is subject to annual review. (Kaji, Samir. “Are Startup
Accelerators Worth It? Here’s How Helpful They Are in Getting Funding.” CBlnsights, www.cbinsights.com/researchltop
accelerators-follow-on-funding-rates)
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NJ (as defined below)


The NJEDA will agree to promote the NJ Accelerate program, available through Approved Accelerator
programs, within the State’s innovation ecosystem (i.e. through referrals, inclusion on the NJ Accelerate
web page, reference on social media and from time to time, features in news releases), and provide NJ
based Programmatic Event sponsorship to the Approved Accelerators, as outlined above.


For a start-up or entrepreneurial venture to qualify as a NJ company, at least 50% of the company’s
employees must work in the state of NJ within a period of up to 6 months from the time of graduation
from an Approved Accelerator program, amongst other eligibility requirements noted (see exhibit A for
full details).


For any eligible NJ Company that graduates from an Approved Accelerator cohort, that company may
submit an application within a period of up to 6 months following graduation (or, with specific
respect to the rent award portion of NJ Accelerate, the latter date of departure from the Approved
Accelerator physical space), NJEDA will make the following programmatic support available:


Eligibility for approval of a 1:1 matching loan funding up to $250,000


* The funding will come in the form of a 10 year convertible note (see exhibit A for full
details) and will be in the same amount of investment dollars funded into the startup by
the Approved Accelerator


*A fast track to funding consideration as the qualified company will not be required to be
reviewed by the NJEDA’s Technology Advisory Board (TAB), as the Approved
Accelerator will have served as an industry expert evaluation and matching funds, but
awardees will be subject to an underwriting and NJEDA board review and approval


. Automatic eligibility to receive rent support up to the highest level ofNJEDA grant support of a
6 month grant at the participating NJ Ignite collaborative work spaces for the benefit of the
company, post-accelerator graduation, not to exceed $25,000 (in addition to any direct support
from the NJ Ignite host site). If the Approved Accelerator offers a specified physical space
accommodation for companies beyond cohort graduation date, the consideration for the rent
award may be captured by the company beyond the 6-month application period, and will
commence upon the latter exit or departure date from the Approved Accelerator.


The eligible NJ company may select to take advantage ofboth levels ofprogram support -


rent support and directfunding - or at their option- may select to utilize only one ofthe
programfeatures.


• Eligibility for extra funding and rent support for women or minority owned businesses, as
certified by the NJ Department of the Treasury, that graduate from an Approved Accelerator or
for Approved Accelerators with a diversity and inclusion focus as per the following:


* The NJ state certified woman or minority owned business is eligible for a 5% bonus to
the otherwise 1:1 matching funds (which may result in a maximum convertible note of
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$262,500 with the consideration for the 5% bonus; the 5% bonus is offered on top of the
1:1 match funding)


* The NJ state certified woman or minority owned business is eligible for a bonus month
of rent sponsorship (which may result in a maximum award of 7 months)


An Approved Accelerator may have multiple graduates per cohort which participates in the NJ
Accelerate program as outlined herein.


See exhibitA forfull support proposed terms and details.


ESTIMATED BUDGET AND IMPACT


With a $2,500,000 pilot program budget, it is anticipated that 10-15 companies will be supported in the
pilot program with the support and engagement of at least five Approved Accelerators. It is anticipated
that each Approved Accelerator will average two to three eligible NJ Accelerator companies during the
pilot program.


The average NJ Accelerate direct funding to any one company is expected to range from $100,000 to
$262,500. The maximum funding provided to any single company by the NJEDA through NJ Accelerate
will reach up to $287,500 ($250k loan + $25K rent grant, with the additional consideration for W/MBE
qualifying funding of up to $12,500 and I month of rent). In addition, up to $105,000 is reserved for
sponsorship of Programmatic Events in New Jersey for each Approved Accelerator (which includes
consideration for an additional 5% funding bonus beyond the matched funding outlay for qualifying
Approved Accelerators with a D&I focus).


The purpose of the company support under the program is to anchor a NJ entrepreneur in the State who
has received an investment of time and resources from a reputable industry Approved Accelerator partner.
The NJEDA staff has seen too many instances where a startup participates in an out of state accelerator
program and chooses to relocate out of state given access to capital and resources. This program is focused
on curbing that attrition and providing wrap around support to a well vetted startup. In addition, the
program will encourage the attention and engagement of reputable Accelerator Partners who will more
likely engage and participate in the New Jersey Innovation Ecosystem.


Delegated authority


Beginning in July 2003 the Members of the Authority have been asked to delegate signing authority to
staff on certain financing and incentive transactions, to create efficiencies for our customers and provide
fluidity to our business. As the approvals anticipated in the NJ Accelerate program are anticipated to be
routine in nature with very limited Authority exposure, and a shortened response time is critical to the
success of the startup business, staff is requesting delegation from the Board to allow staff to approve
accelerators, qualifying company rent subsidy and Approved Accelerator event sponsorship [Level 4:
Director of TLS and recommending officer] when all program criteria outlined herein are satisfactorily
met. This request is similar to other EDA programs of similar scope and size. All applications that staff
recommends for declination, whether of entities seeking to participate in the program as Approved
Accelerators or of funding and/or rent subsidy, will be presented to the Board. If the program expands
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beyond the pilot stage, these delegation levels are to be revisited by the Board. All direct loan funding to
accelerator graduates will require board review and approval.


VALUE FOR NJEDA AND THE STATE


It is expected that this program will deliver the following benefits to NJEDA and the State ofNew Jersey:


• Grow New Jersey’s Innovation Economy & Ecosystem;


• Drive the formation and growth of the most promising new ventures by equipping entrepreneurs,
with industry specific knowledge, tools, and skills;


• Expand New Jersey’s pipeline of commercial stage businesses, including those that would benefit
from NJEDA products;


• Increase visibility ofNJ’s Innovation Economy to accelerators around the country;


• Deepen NJ’s relationship with the entities that have created and sponsor Accelerator Programs;


• Generate awareness of New Jersey’s resources for entrepreneurs, including NJEDA products, to
encourage entrepreneurs to do business in New Jersey;


• Build New Jersey’s brand as the State of Innovation among both Corporations and local
entrepreneurs.


• Help New Jersey achieve Governor Murphy’s goal of becoming the most diverse innovation state
in the country


CONCLUSION


Authority staff believes that the pilot NJ Accelerate program will support the most promising commercial
stage New Jersey businesses and build upon the support provided by Accelerator programs to anchor the
businesses in NJ for the long term contributing to the development ofNew Jersey’s Innovation Ecosystem
and encourage engagement with out of state Accelerators for increased activity in New Jersey.


Tim Sullivan
Chief Executive Officer


Prepared by: Kathleen Coviello
Tim Rollender
Meera Kumar
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Exhibit A
Ni Accelerate


Proposed Program Specifications


Funding Source Funding for NJ Accelerate Companies using eligible Authority funds
from the Economic Recovery Fund (ERF). NJ Accelerate Accelerator
Event sponsorship to be funded from general NJEDA Funds.


Program Expiration Program to operate on a pilot basis — funds will be committed within
an estimated 24 months from acceptance of the first application or
until such time that the funds are depleted.


Program Purpose To partner with Approved Accelerators on advancing highly qualified
entrepreneurial companies in NJ and building Ni’s Innovation
Economy


Accelerator Eligibility To be accepted as an Approved Accelerator Partner, the Accelerator
Requirements must sign a verification form and provide supporting diligence


materials that certifies (citing specific, verifiable details as
appropriate) that they meet the following requirements:


• The Accelerator is best in class as demonstrated by:


o A well-codified thorough and rigorous screening


process for all applicants


o A structured curriculum that is focused on


supporting the growth of startups and at a
minimum includes business strategy around


product sales & marketing


o High prior participant satisfaction, as verifiable


through reference calls and testimonials


o Access to at least 50 actively engaged subject


matter experts/mentors across industries or


functional capabilities to provide specific


programmatic training for each company (e.g.
Technology, Sales, Strategy, Financing, Accounting,


Marketing, Fundraising, etc.)


o Program engagement of the broader startup


Ecosystem of mentors, advisors or investors from


outside the Accelerator and hosting a demo day


viewable to outside participants


o A minimum of 20 mentoring hours to the selected


participants


o A proven and documented or certified track record of
success in prior graduates, demonstrated by at least
35% (to be reviewed and adjusted annually by NIEDA
staff according to the prevailing market median data
available) of graduates to receive follow-on funding







Exhibit A
NJ Accelerate


Proposed Program Specifications


from non-related parties (non-related defined as
anyone not in participating company managements),
seeing strategic acquisition, significant (50%+)
revenue growth in the last year or achieve an exit


o The existence of a platform to facilitate community
engagement and networking for current and past
program participants (i.e. an active alumni network)


o If a corporate accelerator, the active participation of
staff at all levels of the organization, including Senior
management and at the Corporation


• The accelerator must include an in-person aspect and not be
entirely virtual, which allows for engagement and personal
mentoring of the selected companies; The physical space must
be available in the US for a NJEDA site visit if desired and be
equipped to host events


• The accelerator will provide financial investment in some form
to at least one participant company per program, including
direct investment or customer sales relationship (in-kind
arrangements are insufficient)


• The Accelerator Program is open to applicants from NJ


• The Accelerator Program supports innovation and has a
consideration for, or focus on, at least one of the eight focus
sectors in Governor Murphy’s economic development plan
with a preference and bonus for all accelerator programs that
have a focus on supporting underserved groups including:
female entrepreneurs and founders of color


o This preference translates into a monetary
sponsorship bonus for Approved Accelerators with a
diversity focus and their NJ-graduate companies that
are certified by the state of NJ as a women or
minority-owned business


• Accelerators must have graduated a minimum of two cohorts
prior to application


Eligibility Requirements for NJ NJ companies must meet the following criteria within six months of
Companies graduation (or the latter date of departure out of the physical space


offered, with respect only to the rent award of NJ Accelerate) from
the Approved Accelerator to qualify for the post-graduation support.


• Registered to conduct business in NJ
• More than 50% of the employees in the company work in Ni


or pay NJ taxes
• The Company is in one of the eight Ni targeted sectors as







Exhibit A
NJ Accelerate


Proposed Program Specifications


listed in Governor Murphy’s Economic Development Plan,
The State of Innovation


The company must support its verification with the following
documents:


. Registration certificate to conduct business in NJ
a 2-page executive summary
a NJWR3O, or NJ Registered PEO letter
. Letter from Approved Accelerator confirming successful


accelerator program graduation.


Funding Component #1 — Matching
Funding for NJ Startup
Investment Amount Up to $250, 000 with a 1:1 match of the equity investment made by


the Approved Accelerator Partner


This investment amount can increase by 5% (up to a maximum of an
extra $12,500 beyond the matched funding outlay) for a business
that is a NJ state certified woman or minority owned at the time of
matching investment


Investment Instrument and Terms Convertible Promissory Note (the “Note”) with 3% interest and 10-
year maturity. No payments for first seven-years. Interest during
this period will accrue and be capitalized annually. Beginning month
85, principal plus interest payments will begin for the remaining
three-year term to fully amortize the note and capitalized interest.


The Authority will receive Warrants with 10-year maturity worth
50% of the Convertible Note Principal utilizing the NJEDA’s standard
warrant form and ‘will match the pricing on the Approved
Accelerator Partner’s Investment. In the event the NJEDA is
matching a convertible note, penny warrants will be taken.


Funding Disbursement Full amount of the Note will be disbursed upon execution of closing
documents and upon successful completion of Approved
Accelerator cohort program.


Conversion/Repayment Note may convert to equity, without a discount, upon the closing
of an equity financing greater than $1,000,000 from any investor
within the Note’s 10-year maturity at the sole discretion of the EDA,
in accordance with the EDA’s current Edison Innovation Fund
conversion guidelines, which will include, but not be limited to a
review of company performance, transaction terms and funding
round. All outstanding principal and accrued interest will convert at
the_same_pricing_terms_and_into_the_identical_equity_security_issued
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at such as the concurrent financing round.


Note requires repayment of all outstanding principal and accrued
interest at the beginning of year 8 / month 84 and repaying on 36-
month amortization until end of 10-year / 120-month term if the
EDA has not elected to convert prior to the start of year 8 / month
84.


Note can be repaid in its entirety at any time without penalty but
the warrant will not be refunded and will remain in place until end
of warrant term.


Note requires repayment of all outstanding principal and accrued
interest upon an event of default prior to Note conversion, all
unpaid principal and accrued interest thereon will be immediately
due and payable.


Failure to make schedule payment will be treated as an event of
default.


Funding timeline The company must have successfully graduated from an approved
Accelerator Program within six months prior to application


Component #2 — Grant subsidy to NJ
Approved CoWorking space for rent
Location The site must be an approved NJ Ignite Participant Host site
Amount As an eligible NJ Accelerate company, through this program the EDA


shall provide a grant for up to the maximum 6 month NJ Ignite
program payment terms at the standard site rental rates all other
NJ Ignite standard terms are applicable as detailed herein


The maximum rent support increases to 7 months for a NJ certified
woman or minority owned business


Eligibility Requirements for Tenants The collaborative workspace should ensure the tenant company signs
Companies partnering with the a verification form that certifies (citing specific, verifiable details as
Collaborative Workspaces appropriate) the company meets the following requirements:


See above for NJ Accelerate Program Company program eligibility


The company must support its verification form with the following
documents:


• Satisfactory signed lease or membership agreement with an
approved collaborative workspace facility (which participates in NJ
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Ignite) for a period of time no less than the total occupancy required
by the grant
• The lease must be for the facility in NJ, not a universal membership


The tenant must agree to allow the Authority to conduct site visits
and/or audit the tenant to confirm any stamen made in the tenant’s


______


certification.


Funding Disbursement Beginning from date of graduation or the latter date of departure from
the Approved Accelerator physical space (if the Approved Accelerator
offers a specified physical space for graduates beyond cohort
graduation), the full amount of the grant will be disbursed after the
collaborative workspace has met its months of commitment in the
space and the tenant company has remained for the additional
months, from either 6-month EDA funded amount as per NJ Ignite
requirements - all disbursement will be made directly to the
collaborative workspace for the benefit of the rent expense of the
tenant company.


Component #3 — Matching Funding
for Programrntic Events held in NJ


______________________________________________________________


Investment Amount NJEDA will fund up to $25,000 in the form of a 1:1 matching
sponsorship per Approved Accelerator, per Programmatic Event
hosted in New Jersey


Each Approved Accelerator will be capped at $100,000 in
sponsorship during this pilot program


If an Approved Accelerator has a focus on diversity and inclusion
and meets the qualification parameters set by the State Office of
Diversity & Inclusion or Designated D&I Officer within NJEDA,


NJEDA will sponsor an additional 5% bonus beyond the matched


funding outlay, for a maximum of $26,250 per event or $105,000
total over the lifecycle of the pilot program


Funding Disbursement Full amount of the grant will be disbursed after the Programmatic
Event has been approved and supporting satisfactory cost detail has
been provided after the Approved Accelerator has paid for the costs
they will be reimbursed on each event on a requested basis.


Eligibility Requirements for Event Approved Accelerators Event Sponsorship approval will be subject
Sponsorship to review in advance of event. NJEDA reserves the right not to


disburse funding for events that occur outside of NJEDA ethical
guidelines





